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Intelligent Color Sensing System for Buildings 

Using Arduino 
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Abstract:  An intelligent color sensing system exploitation 

Arduino is created. The developed system will live the colour of 

assorted materials. the colour sensing system is developed and 

enforced exploitation Arduino, light-weight Emitting Diodes and 

CMOS color sensing element. The yield of the shading sensing 

element is specifically love {the light-weight|the sunshine} force 

of incidence light. it's adjusted in order that it will gauge the 

essential hues, as an example, red, green, and blue. A graphical 

UI (GUI) is created for showing the shade of divider. ICS 

(Intelligent Color Sensor) is adjusted effectively. The ICS 

framework is something however troublesome to figure 

productive and correct.. 

Index Terms: Arduino, color-sensing, buildings, sensors. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 A Color detector, as a result of the name suggests, can be a 

tool that senses or detects colours. A color detector will use 

AN external implies that of emitting light-weight (like AN 

array of white LEDs) then analyze there  flected light-

weight from the item thus on see its color. Color sensors 

will give AN correct color of the item. There square 

measure a decent vary of applications of color sensors like 

sorting objects by color internal control systems, printer 

color improvement etc. during this project, we have 

designed a simple Arduino Color detector application  , that 

features a capability to note altogether completely different 

colours. Technically speaking, color sare  figments of our 

imagination. once we tend to see a red apple, it implies that 

it reflects that exact wavelength (~700 nm for Red) of the 

attraction spectrum  . This energy is absorbed by the eye and 

supported some chemical process, the brain says that 

specific wavelength is red colour . For computers, a device 

that absolutely completely differentiates between different 

colours will facilitate in determinative the colour of the 

item. we'll see a straightforward color detector using an 

image device (Light Dependent electrical device – LDR) 

and a couple of altogether completely different coloured 

objects, say red and blue.  
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once we shine bright red light-weight on every objects, the 

red object will mirror the sunshine whereas the blue object 

will absorb it thus, once red light-weight is incident on every 

the red and blue objects, the red objects appear brightest to 

the LDR as a result of it reflects most of the red light-

weight. Similarly, once a cerulean light-weight is incident 

on every objects, the blue object will appear the brightest to 

the detector. This methodology is solely to grasp the in 

operation of a color detector and so the actual results may 

not be correct. sensible Color Sensors like TCS3200 square 

measure atiny low quantity loads of subtle than this. The 

TCS3200 color sensor can be a programmable color detector 

that converts color light-weight to frequency. The output 

frequency of the detector is directly proportional to the 

intensity of the sunshine reflected from the object [1]. Low 

value color sensors square measure investigated for 

observance plant growth at intervals the laboratory [2]. In 

most of these studies, one color parameter, either redness or 

colour is utilized   them. however, at intervals the case of 

leathers, all the parameters in addition because the depth of 

shade have to be compelled to match with low-cost level of 

acceptable for leathers throughout a cluster. in numerous 

words, matching of shades throughout a three-dimensional 

color space is important to induce reliable sorting to 

attenuate color variations throughout a cluster. Use fulness  

of machine vision for classification of shades for textile 

materials has additionally been studied. the excellent 

literature review shows that the colour detection system 

supported the distinct components like photodiode, 

integrated circuits (ICs), light-weight Dependent electrical 

device(LDR), Zener diode, RGB LEDs and slow external 

Analog-to Digital (ADC) ICs are not correct and reliable. 

Schmitt trigger is in addition incompetent to reinforce the 

accuracy supply quency-to digital conversion for color 

detectors. the colour  detection supported image method is 

not correct at intervals the presence of direct daylight. The 

direct daylight introduces the assorted illuminations that end 

up the assorted color intensity of the article surface. 

Therefore, to trot out the analysis gap and so the issues 

mentioned on high of, AN intelligent color sensing system 

for building wall is developed, that focuses on the colour 

sensing, color classification, and building wall color 

determination technique to reinforce the accuracy of color 

activity, speed, and fewer power consumption [3].In this 

case study we have used the colour detector for sensing the 

colour from the atmosphere using a detector and payment it 

the clear photos of building or any objects using a PHPOC 

defend. the ultimate results obtained at intervals the monitor. 
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II. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

An Intelligent Color Sensing (ICS) system consists of the 

colour sensing unit, method unit, color detection formula for 

color model, and thus the graphical malicious program 

(GUI) application. among the developed system,  

The crystal rectifier light-weight irradiates the wall color 

and thus the reflected light-weight from the wall is detected 

victimization the CMOS color detector. the method unit 

acknowledges the output parameters of color detector (R, G 

and B values) for each modification terms of its frequency. 

The frequency values square measure graduated 

victimization the colour sensing user interface. The 

developed system consists of TCS230 color detector, 

Arduino, power provide and portable computer. the 

selection line and output line of the colour detector is 

connected to the digital line of Arduino. The parameters of 

color detector (RGB) square measure measured kind output 

line. The Arduino board is interfaced with the portable 

computer via USB port and shows the result on the portable 

computer user interface. The model setup of developed wall 

color sensing system, that represents the colour sensing unit 

and Arduino unit is interfaced with the personal computer to 

indicate the colour of wall victimization user interface on 

personal computer. 

 

III. SYSTEM DETAILS 

● Color Sensing Unit - the sunshine provides is that the 

mixture of brightness, hue, and saturation. the sunshine 

provide emits the sunshine of assorted wavelengths. 

The red, green, and blue is that the primary wavelength 

of sunshine. the look of color detector relies on primary 

wavelengths of sunshine. the color sensors unit 

victimization 3 photodiodes as color filter (red, green, 

and blue). The property and penetration depth of 

photodiode is betting on the wavelength. The image 

current is generated once the sunshine incident on icon 

material [3]. 

 

● Color Model and Color Detection algorithmic rule -

The mathematical model is representing the colour 

model with colours of sunshine like red, green, and 

blue. inside the colour model, the additive colours ar the 

mixture of primary colours. 

● Arduino Board–The Brain of the colour sensing 

system. 

● PHpOC protect –This provides wireless network 

access to Arduino. 

 

IV. SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION  

The computer code used here is Arduino. It provides 
variety of libraries to make the programming of the 
system so straightforward. The code is been uploaded to 
the Arduino board via USB cable. the method is 
straightforward. Any set of directions are often 
programmed into the Arduino board. 

V. HARWARD CONSTRUCTION   

The main a locality of the system is Arduino micro-

controller. Arduino is Associate in Nursing open provide 

physics platform attended with a hardware and software 

system package to vogue, develop and check advanced 

physics image and merchandise. 
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 to speak with user over an online web site, a server is 

required that will send and receive information from micro-

control lertouser and vice-versa. thus on understand a 

desired output, an accurate formula is required. The formula 

contains the next steps: 

Step 1: Power ON the system which contains the 

microcontroller, sensors and various peripherals. 

Step 2: Initialize the system, that consists of sensors, Wi-Fi  

module and program. 

Step 3: Browse the system configuration file that suggests  

to browse the directions from the configuration file and thus 

the system operation according to the configuration file. 

 

Step 4: browse information from the sensors. 

Step 5: Send the data to the user through the PHpOC defend 

to the show. 

 

VI. NEED FOR THE PROJECT 

It will be abundant helpful to understand however the new 

building appearance in numerous colours. Thus, the user 

will decide that is that the best for his or her building and 

work in step with it instead of making plenty of mess. It 

makes the work easier and a lot of economical. It saves 

plenty of cash and time and can also be enforced in any kind 

of buildings.

 

VII. ADVANTAGES 

We will currently [3] discuss a number of the advantages 

related to the installation of associate degree  color sensing 

system for your landscape and therefore the surroundings. 

Save Time 

It saves a great deal of your time by instantly giving the 

once results while not even implementing in world. 

Saves cash 

Saves a great deal cash by selecting the correct color for the 

buildings. 

Ready to use 

It is used instantly anyplace at any time. 

Portable 

It is transportable and may be carried anyplace while not 

making a lot of issues 

Effortless Functions      

Amid cryptography of Arduino, you may see a number of 

capacities that create the life thus natural. Another most 

popular viewpoint of Arduino is its programmed unit 

amendment capability. you'll be able to state that amid 

troubleshooting you do not ought to stress over the unit's 

transformations. merely utilize your everything power on 

the basic components of your tasks. you do not ought to 

stress over facet problems. 

VIII. CONCLUSION 

In this analysis, Associate in Nursing Intelligent Color 

Sensing (ICS) system for wall color detection is developed. 

From the results, it's over that the colour detector unit and 

color model with min-max algorithmic rule is utilized to 

calibrate color for building wall. The results of planned 

system unit stable, and mark. The developed system has 

been tested successfully. The developed system has several 

blessings like low price, fast response, energy economical, 

and a great deal of accuracy as compared to the current color 

sensing systems. The Intelligent Color Sensing (ICS) system 

with Wi-Fi and internet of Things (IoT) technology square 

measure about to be a great deal of positive system in future. 

The wall color detector and building survey data note book 

square measure about to be human activity in future. 
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